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Abstract. The partial decay width Rc of the Z into cc̄ quark pair and the number of charm quarks nc

per b decay are measured with the DELPHI detector at LEP 1. Particle identification provides clear D0,
D+, D+

s and Λ+
c signatures. The charm hadron production rate is measured in each channel by a fit to

the scaled energy, impact parameter information and the invariant mass spectrum. Two measurements of
Rc are presented, from the D∗+ production rate and from the overall charm counting, including strange
charm baryon production, in cc̄ events. The multiplicity nc, which includes hidden cc̄ and strange charm
baryon production, is inferred from the charm counting in bb̄ events.

The final results are Rc = 0.1665 ± 0.0095 and nc = 1.166 ± 0.086.
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1 Introduction

A precise determination of the partial decay width Rc =
Γc

Γhad
of the Z into cc̄ quark pairs provides a fundamental

test of the Standard Model. The measurement of the num-
ber of charm quarks nc per b decay is an important input
to resolve the discrepancy between the experimental value
of BR(b → lνX) and its theoretical prediction [1]. This
paper presents simultaneous measurements of these quan-
tities using the charm counting technique [2] and a mea-
surement of Rc usingD∗+ mesons [3]. The large number of
events collected by DELPHI between 1992 and 1995 leads
to significant improvements in the precision compared to
previous DELPHI results [4].

The measured rate of D or Λc hadrons is given by
2Rc(b)Pc(b)→D,Λc

BR, which multiplies the partial decay
width Rc(b) = Γc(b)

Γhad
, the probability Pc(b)→D,Λc

of the
quark to produce a given charm hadron and the branch-
ing ratio BR for given decay mode. A c quark always
gives a charm hadron, but a b hadron can decay into a
D or c baryon as well as into a pair of charm hadrons1.
For cc̄ events, the sum over the probabilities Pc→D,Λc

for
all weakly decaying charm hadrons adds up to one, taking

1 There is no distinction between c hadron and anti-c hadron
in the present definition of Pc(b)→D,Λc .

strange charm baryon production into account. Hence Rc

can be extracted from the sum of the rates. In bb̄ events
the sum of the decay probabilities, including a correction
for hidden cc̄ and strange charm baryon production, is a
direct measurement of the number of charm quarks nc per
b decay.

The probability Pc→D∗+ has been measured in DEL-
PHI [5], using low energy pions fromD∗+ decays tagged by
exclusively reconstructed D mesons in the opposite hemi-
sphere. Thus the measurement of theD∗+ rate in cc̄ events
RcPc→D∗+ allows an independent measurement of Rc.

In this analysis charm hadrons are reconstructed in the
following decay modes2:

D0 → K−π+,
D+ → K−π+π+,
D+

s → φ(1020)π+ and
D+

s → K̄∗(892)K+,
Λ+

c → pK−π+,
D∗+ → D0π+ with D0 → K−π+.
The combinatorial background is much reduced by

identifying kaons and protons in the charm hadron de-
cay products using charged particle identification infor-

2 Throughout this paper charge-conjugate states are implic-
itly included.
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mation provided by the Ring Imaging Cherenkov Coun-
ters (RICH) and the measured energy loss by ionisation
in the Time Projection Chamber (TPC).

Separation between cc̄ and bb̄ events is necessary. A fit
of the simulated b and c contributions to the measured
impact parameter information, scaled charm hadron en-
ergy XE = 2ED/

√
s and invariant mass spectrum is used

to separate the classes.

2 The DELPHI detector

The DELPHI detector consists of several independent de-
vices for tracking, calorimetry and particle identification.
Only the tracking and hadron identification components
are relevant for this analysis and will be briefly described
in the following. A detailed description of the whole ap-
paratus and its performance can be found in [6].

Looking from the interaction point through the de-
tector, the closest tracking device is the Vertex Detector
(VD). The LEP 1 version of the VD had three concentric
layers of silicon microstrip modules with the outer layer
having 11 cm radius. Since 1994 the single sided innermost
and outermost layers have been replaced by double sided
modules. The VD has an intrinsic Rφ precision of 7.6 µm
[6] transverse to the beam axis. It is the main component
used to reconstruct secondary vertices of heavy hadron
decays. The VD is followed by the Inner Detector (ID)
which consists of a jet chamber part and trigger layers.
Next is the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), the main
tracking device in DELPHI. Charged particles are mea-
sured with a precision of approximately 250 µm in Rφ
and 880 µm along the beam axis [6]. The 192 sense wires
measure the energy loss of charged particles, dE/dx. The
outermost tracking component for the barrel region is the
Outer Detector (OD), made of 5 layers of drift tubes.

The Barrel RICH is placed between the TPC and the
Outer Detector. Two radiators enable it to identify pions,
kaons and protons over nearly the full momentum range.

The tracking of charged particles is extended to the
forward region by two wire chambers FCA and FCB. FCA
is mounted on the endcap of the TPC and covers a polar
angle range from 11◦ to 32◦ and 148◦ to 169◦, while FCB
is placed behind the Forward RICH on both sides of the
endcaps. FCB covers the polar angle range from 11◦ to
36◦ and 144◦ to 169◦.

3 Event selection and simulation

Charged particles were selected as follows. The momentum
was required to be between 0.4 GeV/c and 50 GeV/c, the
relative error on the momentum measurement less than 1,
the polar angle relative to the beam axis between 20◦ and
160◦, the length of tracks with TPC hits over 30 cm, the
projection of the impact parameter relative to the mean
beam interaction point had to be less than 4 cm in the
plane transverse to the beam direction and the distance
to the interaction point along the beam direction less than
10 cm.

Hadronic events were selected by requiring five or more
charged particles and a total energy of charged particles
larger than 12% of the centre-of-mass energy, assuming
all charged particles to be pions. A total of 3.5 million
hadronic events was obtained from the 1992-1995 data, at
centre-of-mass energies within 2 GeV of the Z resonance
mass. According to a simulation, the selection efficiency
for hadronic Z decays was 95.7% with a variation of less
than 0.1% for different quark flavours. The sample also
contained 0.24% of τ pair and 0.19% of Bhabha events.
The bias due to this contamination is subtracted from the
event sample in the analysis. All other background sources
were found to be negligible.

For each event, the primary interaction vertex was de-
termined from the measured tracks with a constraint on
the measured mean beam spot position. The fit was iter-
ated by removing the track giving the biggest contribution
to the χ2 until either the χ2/NDF of all contributing
tracks was less than 3 or only two tracks were left. All
track parameters were then redefined after a helix extrap-
olation to this vertex position. The resolution of charged
particles measured only by the forward tracking chambers
was improved by a track refit using the primary vertex.
Such forward tracks having a fit χ2 larger than 100 are
mostly due to secondary interactions and were removed
from the analysis.

The simulation was done with the JETSET 7.3 Par-
ton Shower model [7] using DELPHI tuned parameters
obtained from a fit to event shape distributions and iden-
tified particle spectra [8]. The heavy hadron decay tables
were modified. D∗∗ and B∗∗ production was included with
fractions of 30%B∗∗ in bb̄ events and 30%D∗∗ in cc̄ events.
The fragmentation function used for b and c quarks was
that of Peterson et al. [9]:

f(z) ∝
[
z

(
1 − 1

z
− εq

1 − z

)2
]−1

(1)

where z is the fraction (E+p‖)hadron/(E+p‖)quark with p‖
the momentum component parallel to the quark direction.
The εq=b,c parameters were adjusted to central values of
εb = 0.00233 and εc = 0.0305 in order to reproduce the
average energy fractions 〈Xb

E(B)〉 = 0.702 ± 0.008 and
〈Xc

E(D∗)〉 = 0.510 ± 0.005 ± 0.008 taken by B and D∗
hadrons in Z events [10], respectively.

4 Charm hadron reconstruction

Candidates for the charm hadron decays D0 → K−π+,
D+ → K−π+π+, D+

s → φ(1020)π+, D+
s → K̄∗(892)K+

and Λ+
c → pK−π+ were reconstructed from all possible

combinations of charged particles with a momentum larger
than 1 GeV/c for pion and kaon, or 2 GeV/c for proton
candidates. For D+

s candidates, a minimum momentum of
3 GeV/c was required for the φ and K̄∗ and the invariant
masses of φ and K̄∗ had to be within 1.01 − 1.03 GeV/c2
and 0.86 − 0.94 GeV/c2, respectively. For D∗+ → D0π+

followed by D0 → K−π+ candidates, the mass difference
∆m between the D∗+ and the decaying D0 is close to
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Table 1. Invariant mass range and minimum scaled energy for
each channel

Particle mass (GeV/c2) Xmin
E

D0 1.80–2.20 0.30
D+ 1.70–2.05 0.20
D+

s 1.90–2.20 0.20
Λ+

c 2.10–2.50 0.30

D0 from D∗+ 1.79–1.94 0.15

the π+ mass. Therefore one obtains a signal with a good
signal-to-noise ratio at the edge of the phase space in
the mass difference spectrum. For this channel, the pion
from the D∗+ decay was still required to have more than
0.4 GeV/c.

In order to remove tracks from secondary interactions,
all particles associated to the charm hadron candidate (ex-
cept theD∗+) were required to have at least one associated
VD hit. The charged particles of each decay channel were
then used to fit a secondary vertex in space and the track
parameters were recomputed at this common secondary
vertex. The combinations of the charged particles for a
given decay were retained for further analysis if their in-
variant mass and scaled energy XE satisfied the cuts given
in Table 1, where the Xmin

E cuts were chosen to obtain a
clear signature over a sufficiently low background. For the
D0, D+, D+

s and Λ+
c the mass cuts allow for signal and

sideband events, while for the D∗+ decay mode a tight
cut on the D0 mass signal is used to reduce background
in the mass difference spectrum. In addition D∗+ candi-
dates with ∆m > 0.160 GeV/c2 are removed from the
analysis.

A cut on the helicity angle Θh was applied to reject
the combinatorial background. This quantity was defined
as the angle between the sphericity axis [11] of the decay
products in the rest frame of the charm hadron (D or Λ)
with respect to its direction of flight. This angle is isotropic
for decays of pseudo-scalar D mesons and is assumed to be
isotropic for the Λ+

c → pK−π+ decay, neglecting possible
polarisation effects. In all cases the combinatorial back-
ground has a clear enhancement at | cosΘh| = 1. Since the
background is concentrated at energies lower than those
of charm hadrons, helicity angle dependent cuts on the
energy were used:

XE > a · eb(| cos Θh|−1) + c. (2)

The a, b, c coefficients are listed in Table 2.
The charm candidate’s decay length L was calculated

as the distance between the primary and the fitted decay
vertices in the plane transverse to the beam axis, pro-
jected onto the direction of flight. The sign of the decay
length was set negative if the decay vertex was behind the
primary vertex with respect to the direction of flight. A
value of L > Lmin was required in order to reduce the
combinatorial background due to other particles from the
primary vertex. The additional energy dependent decay
length cut

Table 2. Parametrisation of the cut values on the helicity
angle

Particle a b c

D0 0.5 2.0 0.20
D+ 0.5 3.0 0.10
D+

s 0.5 2.2 0.10
Λ+

c 0.5 3.0 0.15

D0 from D∗+ 0.5 3.0 0.10

Table 3. Minimum decay length and parameters for the
energy-dependent decay length cut

Particle x y Lmin (cm)

D0 -0.5 0.125 0.050
D+ -1.0 0.230 0.125
D+

s → φπ+ -1.0 0.100 0
D+

s → K̄∗K+ - - 0.100
Λ+

c - - 0.015

D∗+ - - -0.10

L(XE) > x · (XE −Xmin
E )2 + y (3)

gave a much lower combinatorial background level at low
energies. The x and y coefficients and Lmin are listed in
Table 3 for the different decay channels. The value Xmin

E
is given in Table 1. No energy dependent cuts on the decay
length were used for the D∗+, Λ+

c and the D+
s → K̄∗K+

samples.
For the D+

s → φπ+ sample an additional selection was
applied on the angle ΘKπ between one of the kaons from
the φ and the remaining pion in the rest frame of the φ.
This angle follows a cos2(ΘKπ) distribution due to the
decay of a pseudoscalar particle into a vector and a pseu-
doscalar particle, while the background is flat. A cut on
cos(ΘKπ) > 0.3 was used for the D+

s → φπ+ sample. No
such cut was applied for the D+

s → K̄∗K+ sample, be-
cause no improvement in the signal to background ratio
could be obtained.

Another kinematical quantity used to remove the back-
ground was the χ2 probability P(χ2) of the secondary
decay vertex fit performed with the tracks of the charm
hadron decay products. For well measured secondary ver-
tices the probability is flat between 0 and 1, while it peaks
at 0 for wrong combinations. For the D+ and Λ+

c decay
modes, a cut of P(χ2) > 0.001 was used, while a tighter
cut of 0.01 was applied for both D+

s decay channels. No
cut was applied on the decay vertex of the D0 and the
D∗+.

The particle identification provided by the Barrel
RICH and the energy loss dE/dxmeasurement in the TPC
were used to identify kaons and protons. The tagging of
those particles coming from the charm hadron decays used
standard tagging routines for the RICH [12], based on the
the measured Cherenkov angle information. The dE/dx
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Fig. 1. Invariant mass spectra of D0, D+, D+
s and Λ+

c in the given decay channels used for the charm counting. The dots are
data and the histogram is simulation with the background shaded. Contributions from reflections are shown, see text for details
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information [6] was only used if no RICH information was
available. The tagging used the pull ∆i:

∆i =
dE/dx(meas.) − dE/dx(exp.)

σ(meas.)
(4)

of the measured dE/dx with respect to the expected value
for the kaon, pion or proton mass hypothesis i, provided
by the Bethe-Bloch [13] formula. To separate kaons from
pions or protons, a cut parameter tagTPC was calculated
on the basis of a simple ansatz for the probability density
PTPC

i :

tagTPC =
PTPC

K

PTPC
K + PTPC

π

or

tagTPC =
PTPC

p

PTPC
p + PTPC

K

(5)

PTPC
i = e− 1

2 ∆i
2

(6)

To ensure a good dE/dx measurement, quality flags sim-
ilar to those used for the RICH information were tested
which account for the number of participating wires and
the track length in the TPC. For the decay modes of the
D+, D+

s and Λ+
c , but not for the D0 decay mode, a candi-

date kaon or proton was rejected if no RICH or dE/dx
identification was available. To reconstruct the D+

s →
K̄∗K+channel, both kaons were required to be tagged.
For the D+

s → φπ+ channel only one kaon had to be iden-
tified. No kaon identification was required for D∗+ candi-
dates because the D0 mass selection already removes most
of the background.

The D0, D+, D+
s , Λ+

c and D∗+ mass spectra obtained
after these selections are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Because of
the small amount of RICH information available in 1992,
these data were not used for the D+

s → K̄∗K+ and Λ+
c

samples. Table 4 shows the number of candidates after
background subtraction obtained for each decay channel.

The reflections from other D decay modes due to
wrong mass assignments and signals from other D decay
modes passing the selection are also shown in the figures.
The dash-dotted line in the D0 spectrum of Fig. 1 shows
Kπ combinations which were wrongly reconstructed as
πK. The dashed line in the D0 spectrum shows the D0 →
K−K+ and the dotted line shows the D0 → π−π+ reflec-
tion. In the D+ spectra a reflection of D+ → K−K+π+ is
shown as a dashed line. An additional cut was applied to
the D+ sample in order to remove the contribution from
D∗+ → D0π+ with D0 → K−π+ decays. The difference
between the K−π+π+ and any of the K−π+ combina-
tions had to be larger than 150 MeV/c2. D+ decays into
K−K+π+ and the reflection of D+ → K−π+π+ are an
important background in the D+

s spectrum, as can be seen
from the dashed and the dotted lines in the D+

s spectra in
Fig. 1. In the Λ+

c spectra reflections of D+
s → K−K+π+

and of D+ into K−K+π+ and K−π+π+ are visible.

5 Fit method

For a measurement of Rc and nc, it is necessary to distin-
guish the charm production in cc̄ and bb̄ events. To achieve
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Fig. 2. Invariant mass difference ∆M = M(K−π+π+) −
M(K−π+) for the decay D∗+ → D0π+ followed by D0 →
K−π+. The dots are data and the histogram is simulation with
the background shaded

Table 4. Number of candidates after background subtraction
for the measured charm hadrons

Decay Ncandidates

D0 → K−π+ 9076 ± 237
D+ → K−π+π+ 7018 ± 200
D+

s → φπ+ 742 ± 64
D+

s → K̄∗K+ 515 ± 61
Λ+

c → pK−π+ 336 ± 42

D∗+ → (K−π+)π+ 7872 ± 135

the best separation, the scaled energy of the charm hadron
was used together with the b tag impact parameter infor-
mation [14] in a combined fit.

For each event the impact parameter information of
each charged particle with a VD hit was used to define
the probability Pev that all tracks N were compatible with
the primary vertex:

Pev ≡ Π ·
N−1∑
j=0

(− lnΠ)j

j!
, with Π ≡

N∏
i=1

P (Si) . (7)

Here the P (Si) are probability functions which were com-
puted from the resolution of the significance distribution
[14]. In order to get a flat distribution from Pev, which
peaks near zero for bb̄ events, a transformation

tr(Pev) =
4

4 − ln(Pev)
(8)
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Table 5. Number of bins used in each dimension and the av-
erage number of events per bin

Particle mass XE tr(Pev) 〈Ndat
i,j,k〉

D0 10 5 5 244
D+ 10 6 6 218
D+

s → φπ+ 10 5 5 21
D+

s → K̄∗K+ 8 5 5 19
Λ+

c 10 5 5 28

D∗+ 10 5 5 146

was applied. The selection of charm hadrons also resulted
in a sample of events with tracks with large impact pa-
rameters. In particular for the D+ the separation power
from Pev was lowered because of its long lifetime, which is
close to the B meson’s lifetime. Hence Pev was computed
only from particles in the event which were not associated
to the charm hadron candidate. This decreased the corre-
lation between the c and b results by 5% on average due
to the improved b/c separation.

Pev and the scaled energy XE of the charm hadron al-
lowed the background from light quark events to be sepa-
rated from bb̄ and cc̄ events. Charm hadrons from cc̄ events
have a harder XE spectrum than those coming from B de-
cays. Light quark events are expected to have large tr(Pev)
and small XE . cc̄ events are concentrated at large tr(Pev)
and largeXE , whereas bb̄ events are at smallXE and small
tr(Pev).

The fit of the charm hadron rates Rq · Pq→X · BR in
cc̄ and bb̄ events used bins in three dimensions of invari-
ant mass, XE and tr(Pev). The number of bins in each
dimension and the average number of data events per bin
are listed in Table 5. The width of each bin was chosen
to keep the number of events per bin about constant. The
fit was done with two different approaches, depending on
the average number of entries per bin. For the D0 and D+

this number was around 230, for the D∗+ around 150. A
χ2 fit was performed with:

χ2 =
mass∑

i

tr(Pev)∑
j

XE∑
k

(
Ndat

i,j,k−λi,j,k

σi,j,k

)2
. (9)

Here Ndat
i,j,k is the number of candidates in a given bin,

σi,j,k is the quadratic sum of the statistical error of the
data and the simulation. The expected number of candi-
dates λi,j,k was calculated assuming the simulated shape
for the different contributions. It is given by:

λi,j,k =
2Nhad

εhad

∑
q=b,c,g→cc̄

Rq · Pq→X ·BR · N
acc
i,j,k(q)

Ngen
tot (q)

+N back
i,j,k · ηback

j,k +Nreflect
i,j,k . (10)

The first term of this equation represents the charm
hadron signal with its contributions from bb̄, cc̄ and light
quark events. The ratio of the number of reconstructed

signal events Nacc
i,j,k(q) to the generated ones Ngen

tot (q) rep-
resents the flavour dependent shape of the simulated sig-
nal. Nhad is the total number of hadronic events in the
data and εhad their selection efficiency.

The second term describes the background shape from
the simulation. Here the N back

i,j,k values are the number of
background events. The ηback

j,k are additional background
normalisation factors for each bin inXE and tr(Pev). They
are introduced to compensate for any effect in the back-
ground description of the simulation, which could slightly
differ from the real data.

The fraction of charm hadrons from bb̄ and cc̄ events,
RqPq→XBR, as well as the background normalisation ηback

j,k

in each bin in XE and tr(Pev) were free parameters in the
fit. The rate of charm hadrons in light quark events was
taken from the multiplicity of gluon splitting into charm
quarks ng→cc̄ = (2.38 ±0.48)% [10].

The background normalisations for the D0 and D+,
as determined in the fit, had mean values of 0.978± 0.096
and 0.969 ± 0.097, where the errors are the statistical un-
certainty.

The last contribution to the λi,j,k is a term accounting
for reflections from other decay modes which are partic-
ularly important in the channel D+

s → K̄∗K+. Since it
also depends on the RqPq→X , it was treated as a separate
contribution in the final fit with its shape taken directly
from the simulation.

The average number of entries per bin was only around
25 for the D+

s and Λ+
c . Therefore the number of entries

per bin was no longer Gaussianly distributed, and Pois-
sonian statistics were taken instead. The fit was done by
maximising the log likelihood:

lnL =
mass∑

i

tr(Pev)∑
j

XE∑
k

ln
(

λ
Ndat

i,j,k
i,j,k

eλi,j,k ·Ndat
i,j,k!

)
. (11)

To illustrate the fit results, the charm hadron XE and
tr(Pev) distributions for the different decay modes are
shown in Figs. 3 to 6. The rates of charm hadrons in sim-
ulated cc̄ and bb̄ events were scaled according to the fit-
ted rates of (10). The combinatorial background was sub-
tracted from the data using a fit (as for ηback

j,k ) of the sim-
ulation background to the sidebands of the mass spectra
(as defined in Table 1) for each bin of XE or tr(Pev).

6 Systematic uncertainties and corrections

Three significant systematic error sources were considered
in this analysis. The uncertainty in the modelling of heavy
quark production and decay could lead to changes in the
predicted spectra of charm hadrons in cc̄ and bb̄ events.
Problems in the simulation of the detector response af-
fected the efficiency to identify charm hadron events. The
fit method itself was also a potential source of systematic
errors. The breakdown of the relative systematic errors on
the measurements of RcPc→D,ΛBR and RbPb→D,ΛBR are
given in Tables 6 and 7, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Background subtracted XE spectra for the decays
D0 → K−π+ (top), D+ → K−π+π+ and D+

s → φ(1020)π+

(bottom). No efficiency correction was applied. The recon-
structed Monte Carlo spectra for bb̄ and cc̄ events were scaled
in order to reproduce the fit results as described in the text

All systematic uncertainties were summed quadrati-
cally to obtain the total systematic errors for the different
decay channels. In the following calculations of the com-
bined D+

s rate, Rc and nc, the systematics due to the
modelling and the detector acceptance were assumed to
be fully correlated between the different channels.

6.1 Systematics from the modelling
of heavy quark production and decays

The modelling of heavy flavour production and decay af-
fected the fit result in different ways. A change of the pa-
rameters leads to a different shape of the signal spectra.
Furthermore the selection efficiency and b tagging depends
on the heavy flavour production and decay properties.
Therefore it was necessary to correct for inadequate simu-
lation settings. The corrections were done using the JET-
SET program to produce the required distribution and
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Fig. 4. Background subtracted XE spectra for the decays
D+

s → K̄∗(892)K+ (top), Λ+
c → pK−π+ and D∗+ → D0π+

followed by D0 → K−π+ (bottom). The same conditions as in
the caption of Fig. 3 are valid

compare it to the full simulation before detector accep-
tance. The normalized ratio of the two spectra was used
as a weight to modify the simulated shape in (10). To es-
timate the systematic error, the input value was changed
within its quoted error and the procedure was repeated.

The simulated b lifetimes were corrected for B+, B0,
B0

s and Λb, using their world average values [15]. For the
systematic uncertainties, all the b lifetime distributions
were varied by ±1σ. The charm hadron lifetimes were also
corrected for D+, D0, D+

s and Λ+
c [15].

A similar procedure allowed for the uncertainty of the
mean 〈XE〉 of charm hadrons from cc̄ events and of B
hadrons in bb̄ events. JETSET was used to generate the
XE distributions of all charm states after adjusting the
spectra of D∗+ and of B hadrons to 〈Xc

E(D∗)〉 = 0.510 ±
0.005 ± 0.008 and 〈Xb

E(B)〉 = 0.702 ± 0.008 [10]. The sec-
ond error on 〈Xc

E(D∗)〉 is due to the choice of the frag-
mentation function as proposed in [10]. It has been shown
in [10], that the Collins and Spiller (or the Kartvelishvili)
parametrisation produce similar results slightly higher
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Table 6. Systematic error in% on RcPc→D,ΛBR

Source D0 D+ D+
s → φπ+ D+

s → K̄∗K+ Λ+
c D∗+

τ(B+) = 1.65 ± 0.04 ps ∓0.3 ∓0.2 ∓0.3 ∓0.5 ∓0.2 ∓0.8
τ(B0) = 1.56 ± 0.04 ps ∓0.3 ∓0.3 ∓0.4 ∓0.3 ∓0.3 ∓0.8
τ(B0

s ) = 1.54 ± 0.07 ps ∓0.1 ∓0.1 ∓0.1 ∓0.1 ∓0.1 ∓0.6
τ(Λb) = 1.24 ± 0.08 ps ∓0.0 ∓0.2 ∓0.0 ∓0.0 ∓0.3 ∓0.9
τ(D+) = 1.057 ± 0.015 ps ±0.0 ±0.7 ±0.1 ±0.0 ±0.1 ±0.2
τ(D0) = 0.415 ± 0.004 ps ±0.7 ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.2
τ(D+

s ) = 0.467 ± 0.017 ps ±0.0 ±0.0 ±0.6 ±1.6 ±0.1 ±0.3
τ(Λc) = 0.206 ± 0.012 ps ±0.0 ±0.0 ±0.1 ±0.2 ±1.5 ±0.3
〈Xc

E(D∗)〉 = 0.510 ±0.009 ±2.7 ±1.5 ±1.6 ±1.7 ±1.2 ±1.1
〈Xb

E(B)〉 = 0.702 ±0.008 ±0.2 ±0.3 ±0.2 ±0.3 ±0.1 ±0.3
εb→D = 0.42 ±0.07 ∓0.6 ∓0.7 ∓0.5 ∓0.6 ∓0.3 ∓0.8
ng→cc̄ = (2.38 ±0.48)% ∓0.4 ∓0.3 ∓0.4 ∓0.5 ∓0.3 ∓0.4

Pc→D+ = 0.221 ± 0.020 ±0.2 ±0.2 ±0.3 ±0.2 ±0.1 ±0.2
P

c→D+
s

= 0.112 ± 0.027 ∓0.1 ∓0.1 ∓0.8 ∓1.8 ∓0.1 ∓0.1
Pc→cbaryon = 0.084 ± 0.022 ∓0.1 ∓0.0 ∓0.2 ∓0.0 ∓0.3 ∓0.4

RICH + dE/dx ±0.4 ±1.5 ±0.9 ±2.5 ±2.3 -
VD-hits ±0.6 ±0.8 ±0.8 ±0.9 ±0.9 -
P(χ2) vertex fit - ±1.0 ±1.0 ±1.2 ±1.1 -
Lvs.XE ±2.1 ±1.7 ±1.2 ±2.1 ±1.7 -
Tracking ±0.6 ±0.9 ±0.9 ±0.9 ±0.9 ±0.9
b tagging ±0.7 ±0.5 ±0.6 ±3.7 ±5.5 ±2.2

MC statistics ±1.7 ±2.1 ±3.8 ±7.8 ±6.1 ±1.6
m(D,Λ) mean ±0.3 ±0.2 ±0.4 ±1.4 ±1.4 ±0.3
m(D,Λ) width ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.3 ±3.9 ±1.5 ±0.5
Reflections ∓0.1 ∓0.7 ∓0.6 ∓4.8 ∓0.8 ∓0.4

Total ±4.1 ±4.0 ±4.8 ±11.7 ±10.4 ±3.6

(lower) than the Peterson one. Therefore the Peterson
parametrisation was taken to define the average and the
error on 〈Xc

E(D∗)〉 was increased to include the uncer-
tainty in the fragmentation function parametrisation. The
energy spectrum of D mesons in the B rest frame has been
measured by CLEO [16]. This b → D spectrum included
the contributions from B → DX and B → DD̄X. It
was parameterised in terms of a Peterson function with a
coefficient εb→D = 0.42 ± 0.07 [10].

The corrections were applied on all simulated charm
hadron states separately for bb̄ and cc̄ events. The resulting
XE distribution of the sum of all charm hadron ground
states in cc̄ events was found to be in agreement with
the corresponding average of 〈Xc

E(D0, D+)〉 = 0.484 ±
0.008 [10]. The systematic uncertainties were calculated
separately for 〈Xc

E(D∗)〉, 〈Xb
E(B)〉 and εb→D.

To account for gluon splitting into cc̄ quark pairs, the
g → cc̄ component was subtracted from the measured
charm hadron spectra. Here the simulation was scaled to
reproduce the average multiplicity ng→cc̄ = (2.38±0.48)%
[17]. The systematic uncertainty was obtained by varying
this value within its error.

The separation between bb̄ and cc̄ events obtained from
the impact parameter tag depends on the rate of D+ and
D0 meson production in cc̄ events. Therefore the simu-
lated rates of charm hadrons in the hemisphere opposite
to the reconstructed D or Λ were fixed to the present av-
erages Pc→D+ = 0.221 ± 0.020, Pc→D+

s
= 0.112 ± 0.027

and Pc→cbaryon
= 0.084 ± 0.022 [24]. The D0 rate was cal-

culated from these values according to:

Pc→D0 = 1 − Pc→D+ − Pc→D+
s

− Pc→cbaryon
. (12)

A ±1σ variation on each fraction was included in the sys-
tematic error, leaving the D0 fraction free to keep the sum
constant.

However these rates will be free parameters in the final
calculation of Rc presented in Sect. 8.2, where the various
measurements are merged with a χ2 minimisation to ob-
tain the best set of results with correlated errors.

6.2 Systematics from the simulation of the detector

A good description of the detector acceptance was needed
to extract the efficiency correction from the simulation.
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Table 7. Systematic error in% on RbPb→D,ΛBR

Source D0 D+ D+
s → φπ+ D+

s → K̄∗K+ Λ+
c D∗+

τ(B+) = 1.65 ± 0.04 ps ±0.7 ±0.5 ±0.6 ±0.9 ±0.7 ±0.5
τ(B0) = 1.56 ± 0.04 ps ±1.0 ±1.2 ±1.1 ±0.7 ±0.9 ±1.1
τ(B0

s ) = 1.54 ± 0.07 ps ±0.3 ±0.2 ±0.9 ±1.0 ±0.1 ±0.4
τ(Λb) = 1.24 ± 0.08 ps ±0.6 ±0.6 ±0.6 ±0.8 ±3.4 ±0.6
τ(D+) = 1.057 ± 0.015 ps ±0.1 ±0.2 ±0.0 ±0.0 ±0.1 ±0.2
τ(D0) = 0.415 ± 0.004 ps ±0.2 ±0.1 ±0.0 ±0.0 ±0.1 ±0.2
τ(D+

s ) = 0.467 ± 0.017 ps ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.0 ±0.0 ±0.1 ±0.2
τ(Λc) = 0.206 ± 0.012 ps ±0.0 ±0.1 ±0.0 ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.3
〈Xc

E(D∗)〉 = 0.510 ±0.009 ∓1.1 ∓1.1 ∓0.3 ∓0.6 ∓1.2 ∓0.3
〈Xb

E(B)〉 = 0.702 ±0.008 ±3.1 ±1.8 ±1.9 ±2.3 ±2.9 ±1.1
εb→D = 0.42 ±0.07 ∓3.8 ∓1.2 ∓1.8 ∓2.2 ∓0.8 ∓1.8
ng→cc̄ = (2.38 ±0.48)% ∓0.3 ∓0.2 ∓0.2 ∓0.2 ∓0.3 ∓0.3

Pc→D+ = 0.221 ± 0.020 ∓0.3 ∓0.3 ∓0.2 ∓0.2 ∓0.3 ∓0.2
P

c→D+
s

= 0.112 ± 0.027 ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.2 ±0.3 ±0.1 ±0.1
Pc→cbaryon = 0.084 ± 0.022 ±0.3 ±0.2 ±0.2 ±0.3 ±0.1 ±0.2

RICH + dE/dx ±0.4 ±1.5 ±0.9 ±2.5 ±2.3 -
VD-hits ±0.6 ±0.8 ±0.8 ±0.9 ±0.9 -
P(χ2) vertex fit - ±1.0 ±1.0 ±1.2 ±1.1 -
Lvs.XE ±2.1 ±1.7 ±1.2 ±2.1 ±1.7 -
Tracking ±0.6 ±0.9 ±0.9 ±0.9 ±0.9 ±0.9
b tagging ±0.8 ±1.3 ±0.8 ±3.4 ±2.1 ±2.5

MC statistics ±2.0 ±2.7 ±2.9 ±4.7 ±5.5 ±1.4
m(D,Λ) mean ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.8 ±1.9 ±1.6 ±0.2
m(D,Λ) width ±0.1 ±0.2 ±0.5 ±2.6 ±1.1 ±0.4
Reflections ∓0.1 ∓0.5 ∓0.5 ∓2.0 ∓0.9 ∓0.6
Total ±6.1 ±5.0 ±5.0 ±8.7 ±8.6 ±4.0

Therefore a careful tuning to correct for residual problems
in the simulation was done in all stages of the analysis. The
decay channel D∗+ → (K−π+)π+ was chosen to study the
systematic errors due to the selection of charm hadrons.
It was analysed in a window around the mass difference
between the D0 and the remaining slow π+, resulting in
very pure samples for data and simulation. Since this de-
cay channel was also used in the analysis, none of the cuts
discussed in the following have been performed on it.

To test the effect of a cut used to reconstruct a given
decay channel, it is applied to the D∗+ samples. The in-
efficiencies ε̄ were computed in data from a fit to the D∗+

mass spectrum of rejected events and compared to the
simulated result. For a residual discrepancy between these
inefficiencies, a factor:

fcorr =
1 − ε̄data

1 − ε̄MC
(13)

was introduced to correct the description of the efficiency
in the simulation for the given decay channel. The relative
statistical uncertainty on the correction factor was taken
as a systematic error.

The combined RICH and dE/dx identification used to
select the different charm hadrons was tested using the

kaon from the D0 in the D∗+ channel. For each decay
mode the same cuts were applied to the D∗+ sample. To
reconstruct the D+

s → K̄∗K+channel, both kaons were
required to be tagged. Here the correction applied is the
product of the two correction factors.

A very pure Λ0 → pπ− sample was used to test the pro-
ton identification on the Λ+

c channel. Only protons from
Λ0 with a momentum above the cut applied to the Λ+

c

sample were used for this study.
The requirement of all candidate tracks to have at least

one VD hit associated was tested for the three body decays
with the D∗+ → D0π+ decay tracks. To test the two body
decayD0 → K−π+, the slow pion from theD∗+ decay was
not required to have any VD hits.

For the D+, D+
s and the Λ+

c the cut on the secondary
vertex fit χ2 probability P(χ2) was also tested using the
D∗+ sample. Fitting all three decay products of theD∗+ →
(K−π+)π+ into one common vertex is a sufficiently accu-
rate approximation for a three body decay vertex, since
the pion from the D∗+ decay has a small transverse mo-
mentum relative to the D0 direction. This is a test that,
in the situation of three close tracks issued from a charm
hadron decay, the vertex reconstruction is made the same
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Fig. 5. Background subtracted tr(Pev) spectra for the decays
D0 → K−π+ (top), D+ → K−π+π+ and D+

s → φ(1020)π+

(bottom). The same conditions as in the caption of Fig. 3 are
valid

way in data and simulation. The average correction of
about 4.5% to the efficiency reflects the imperfect mod-
elling of the vertex reconstruction in the simulation.

The energy-dependent cuts on the measured decay
length L and the minimal cuts on L for each charm hadron
were tested applying the corresponding cuts (Table 3) to
the D0 from the D∗+ sample. The correction for the D+

channel was computed by scaling the measured D0 decay
length by the lifetime ratio τ(D+)/τ(D0).

A summary of all correction factors (from imperfect
simulation of the detector) applied to the fitted rates can
be found in Table 8. It has been checked that the prod-
uct of the efficiency correction factors obtained was in
good agreement with the overall correction for the RICH
+ dE/dx, VD hits, P(χ2) and L cuts.

The charged track reconstruction efficiency was an-
other possible source of systematic errors. In reference [18]
the tracking efficiency in DELPHI has been estimated to
be (98.9±0.1)%. The difference between data and simula-
tion in the region of the TPC φ boundaries was estimated
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Fig. 6. Background subtracted tr(Pev) spectra for the decays
D+

s → K̄∗(892)K+ (top), Λ+
c → pK−π+ and D∗+ → D0π+

followed by D0 → K−π+ (bottom). The same conditions as in
the caption of Fig. 3 are valid

to be ±0.2%. Taking the error on the tracking efficiency
and adding the boundary effect leads to an error on the
reconstruction of ±0.3% per track. This error enters in the
systematic error table to the power of the multiplicity for a
given decay mode, assuming 100% correlation between all
years of data taking and all channels. An additional cross-
check was done in reference [18] on the efficiency for tracks
being reconstructed using the VD. It was found that the
efficiency corrected multiplicity of tracks in the VD agrees
better than 0.3% with the average Z0 multiplicity [15].

The effect due to the efficiency of the b tagging was
studied in reference [19] using a tuning determined inde-
pendently on data and simulation. A residual difference in
the b efficiency of 3% per jet between data and simulation
was found and attributed to remaining uncertainties in the
description of b-hadron production and decay. The effect
due to the resolution of the b tagging has been estimated
by exchanging the b tag tunings of data and simulation.
The systematic error is taken from the observed variations.
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Table 8. Correction factors applied to the selection efficiencies of the simulation

Particle RICH(+dE/dx) Lvs.XE P(χ2) VD-hits

D0 0.9989±0.0042 1.0048±0.0206 – 1.0067±0.0064
D+ 0.9528±0.0148 1.0137±0.0175 0.9579±0.0097 1.0017±0.0084
D+

s → φπ+ 1.0054±0.0093 1.0113±0.0117 0.9563±0.0099 1.0017±0.0084
D+

s → K̄∗K+ 0.9875±0.0250 1.0109±0.0206 0.9519±0.0122 1.0110±0.0088
Λ+

c 0.9339±0.0226 1.0096±0.0174 0.9501±0.0114 1.0110±0.0088

Table 9. Results on Rc(b)Pc(b)→D,ΛcBR(D,Λc → X) from the combined fit to the data. The
first error is statistical, the second systematic

Mode RcPc→D,Λc BR× 103 RbPb→D,Λc BR× 103 corr. % χ2/NDF

D0 → K−π+ 3.570 ± 0.100 ± 0.146 4.992 ± 0.162 ± 0.304 -46 1.23
D+ → K−π+π+ 3.494 ± 0.116 ± 0.140 4.525 ± 0.204 ± 0.226 -38 1.07
D+

s → φ(1020)π+ 0.765 ± 0.069 ± 0.037 1.259 ± 0.100 ± 0.063 -30 -
D+

s → K̄∗(892)K+ 0.624 ± 0.122 ± 0.073 1.179 ± 0.159 ± 0.102 -30 -
Λ+

c → pK−π+ 0.743 ± 0.155 ± 0.078 0.962 ± 0.187 ± 0.083 -30 -

D∗+ → (K−π+)π+ 1.089 ± 0.027 ± 0.039 1.315 ± 0.035 ± 0.053 -34 1.06

Table 10. Branching fractions used for the charm fraction
measurements [15]

Mode branching fraction

D0 → K−π+ 0.0385 ± 0.0009
D+ → K−π+π+ 0.090 ± 0.006
D+

s → φ(1020)π+ 0.036 ± 0.009
BR(D+

s →K̄∗K+)

BR(D+
s →φπ+)

0.95 ± 0.10

Λ+
c → pK−π+ 0.050 ± 0.013

6.3 Systematics from the fit method

The uncertainty due to the statistical error of the simu-
lated sample is given in Tables 6 and 7. For the D0, D+

and D∗+ this error was determined directly from the χ2

fit and the statistical error of the data and simulation are
given separately. For the binned likelihood fit to the D+

s

and Λ+
c spectra, the error due to the limited number of

simulated events was evaluated using a statistical method.
The distribution of 3000 fit results using random Monte
Carlo sets for data and simulation, varied within the sta-
tistical errors of both the data and the full simulation, re-
flected the total statistical error. The error obtained from
the fits only included the statistical error of the data itself.
Hence the width of the distribution was taken as a mea-
sure of the contribution from the full simulation statistics.

The shape of the mass signal was also a possible source
of systematics. The description of the overall shape in
the simulation as well as the dependence on XE and on
tr(Pev) have been studied. The systematic error due to
description in the simulation includes the uncertainty on
the mass and the width of the signal.

The rate of reflections affected the background shape
under the signal. Changes in the rate lead to variations

in the fit result, especially for the D+
s → K̄∗K+ channel.

The systematic error assigned corresponded to a ±30%
variation of the reflection rates.

Finally for the D0, the effect of wrongly identifying a
true π− as a K− has been studied by applying the D0

kaon identification and helicity cuts to the D∗+ sample.
The ratio Kπ/πK was estimated in data and simulation
and a correction to the shape of the πK distribution in
the simulation was applied. The systematic effect due to
this source was found to be negligible.

7 Fit results

The products RcPc→D,Λc BR and RbPb→D,Λc BR were
measured from the fit explained in Sect. 5 to the charm
hadron mass spectra, the scaled energyXE and the impact
parameter information tr(Pev). The results are shown in
Table 9, where BR denotes the branching ratio of each de-
cay given in the first column. The first error denotes the
statistical uncertainty, the second error corresponds to the
systematic error discussed above. The numbers include the
efficiency corrections given in Table 8. The D+

s rates were
corrected for the branching ratio BR(φ → K−K+) =
(49.1 ± 0.8)% [15] and BR(K̄∗(892) → K−π+) = 2/3.
The correlations and the fit χ2 per degree of freedom for
the D0, D+ and D∗+ are given in the last columns.

Based on these numbers, the product of Rc(b) and the
production probability Pc(b)→D,Λc

can be calculated for
the charm counting using the branching ratios from refer-
ence [15], repeated in Table 10.

No precise measurement for the branching ratio D+
s →

K̄∗(892)K+ has been made. Therefore the ratioBR(D+
s →

K̄∗(892)K+)/BR(D+
s → φ(1020)π+) was used. The re-

sults for both decay modes are compared in Table 11. The
third error given in addition to the statistical and system-
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Table 11. Results on Rc(b)Pc(b)→D+
s

including correlations. The first error is statistical, the
second systematic and the third is due to the error on the branching ratio

Mode RcPc→D+
s

× 102 RbPb→D+
s

× 102

D+
s → φ(1020)π+ 2.189 ± 0.198 ± 0.108 ± 0.562 3.596 ± 0.286 ± 0.179 ± 0.924

D+
s → K̄∗(892)K+ 1.877 ± 0.366 ± 0.221 ± 0.521 3.545 ± 0.478 ± 0.308 ± 0.984

average 2.129 ± 0.175 ± 0.107 ± 0.539 3.594 ± 0.246 ± 0.182 ± 0.913

Table 12. Contributions to charm counting in cc̄ and bb̄ events. The first error
is statistical, the second systematic and the third is due to the error on the
branching ratio

Mode RcPc→D,Λc × 102 RbPb→D,Λc × 102

D0 9.274 ± 0.260 ± 0.380 ± 0.217 12.967 ± 0.423 ± 0.790 ± 0.310
D+ 3.839 ± 0.128 ± 0.152 ± 0.253 4.973 ± 0.224 ± 0.191 ± 0.317
D+

s 2.129 ± 0.175 ± 0.107 ± 0.539 3.594 ± 0.246 ± 0.182 ± 0.913
Λ+

c 1.487 ± 0.311 ± 0.157 ± 0.387 1.924 ± 0.374 ± 0.166 ± 0.504

atic error corresponds to the uncertainty on the branching
ratios. The average given in the table was computed tak-
ing all correlations into account. The variations on the
Pc→D,cbaryon

from Sect. 6 could not be used here to calcu-
late the average. They have been defined as further sys-
tematic uncertainties and reassigned in the calculation of
Rc after the averaging. The statistical correlation of the
averages for cc̄ and bb̄ events is −30%.

A summary of the measured rates of D0, D+, D+
s and

Λ+
c from cc̄ and bb̄ events is given in Table 12.

8 Measurements of Rc

Two methods were used to extract Rc from the fit results.
The first relied on the D∗+ production rate from charm
events and the probability for c quarks to give a D∗+ as
measured by DELPHI. The second used the charm count-
ing in cc̄ events.

8.1 Rc from the D∗+ production rate

Rc can be obtained from the ratio of the production rate
RcPc→D∗+BR(D∗+ → (K−π+)π+) given in Table 9 and
the fragmentation probability Pc→D∗+BR(D∗+ → D0π+).
Using BR(D0 → K−π+) = 0.0385 ± 0.0009 [15] the fol-
lowing rate is obtained:

RcPc→D∗+BR(D∗+ → D0π+)
= 0.02829 ± 0.00070(stat) ± 0.00102(syst)

±0.00066(Br) . (14)

DELPHI has measured Pc→D∗+BR(D∗+ → D0π+) =
0.174± 0.010± 0.004 [5] using a double tag method based
on the detection of exclusively reconstructed D mesons
accompanied in the opposite hemisphere by D∗+ decays,
which were inclusively reconstructed from the p2

T spectra
of slow pions with respect to the jet-axis.

The main contributions to the common systematics
with the RcPc→D∗+BR(D∗+ → D0π+) measurement are
due to the variation of the 〈Xc

E(D∗)〉, 〈Xb
E(B)〉 and εb→D

values. The influence due to the uncertainty of the ratios
r = RbPb→D/RcPc→D is ±0.0001 with D = D∗+, D+, D0.
An important systematic effect is due to the dependence
between Pc→D∗+ and Rc itself. The rest of the system-
atics in the Pc→D∗+ measurement is uncorrelated to the
RcPc→D∗+ measurement.

Rc is determined to be:

Rc = 0.1610 ± 0.0104(stat) ± 0.0077(syst)
±0.0043(BR) , (15)

using (14) and Pc→D∗+BR(D∗+ → D0π+) from above.
The correlations between the measurements are taken into
account.

8.2 Rc from the charm counting

For this measurement, Rc was given by the sum of all
weakly decaying charm hadron rates. The results presented
in Table 12 only include Λ+

c production. The rates for
weakly decaying strange charm baryons were estimated
from the light quark sector as in references [2] and [10].
The ratio Ξ−/Λ was measured to be (6.9± 0.4)% and the
Ω−/Λ ratio was (0.44 ± 0.08)% [15]. Assuming equal pro-
duction of Ξ− and Ξ0, about 14 ± 5% of strange charm
baryon production is expected relative to the Λ+

c rate.
Therefore a contribution of 0.00208 ± 0.00074 for Ξc and
Ωc was added to the measured rates. Taking correlated
systematics into account, Rc is obtained:

Rc = 0.1692 ± 0.0047(stat) ± 0.0063(syst)
±0.0074(BR) . (16)

The DELPHI results for the full set of parameters are
given in Table 13 together with the correlation matrix.
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Table 13. The DELPHI results for the full set of parameters as used by the LEP
heavy flavour working group with correlation matrix

parameter value error Rc Pc→D+ P
c→D+

s
Pc→cbaryon

Rc 0.1692 0.0109 1.00 -.31 0.34 0.42
Pc→D+ 0.2270 0.0182 -.31 1.00 -.36 -.39
P

c→D+
s

0.1251 0.0297 0.34 -.36 1.00 -.23
Pc→cbaryon 0.0999 0.0327 0.42 -.39 -.23 1.00

Table 14. DELPHI published charmonia rates from b decays

Mode Pb→Xc × 102

J/ψ 1.12 ± 0.12(stat) ± 0.10(sys)
ψ′ 0.48 ± 0.22(stat) ± 0.10(sys)
χc1 1.4 ± 0.6(stat)+0.4

−0.2(sys)

The systematic errors due to the charm production rates
are removed from the results using the DELPHI measure-
ments itself.

8.3 Combination of both measurements

The statistical and the systematic error of these two mea-
surements is correlated. The D∗+ and D0 rates are 20%
correlated because part of the D0 sample also enters into
the D∗+ → D0π+ sample. The systematic errors of both
Rc measurements are obtained from the systematic error
tables of the individual measured rates. The errors due
to the Monte Carlo modelling, the detector acceptance
and the individual branching ratios are fully correlated
between all measurements. Combining the two Rc mea-
surements gives:

Rc = 0.1665 ± 0.0051(stat) ± 0.0061(syst)
±0.0054(BR) , (17)

taking these correlations into account.

9 Charm counting in b decays

All decays to charm states from Table 12 have to be
summed to extract the number of charm quarks per b de-
cay. This needs correcting for charmonia cc̄ states, which
count twice, and for strange charm baryons.

The b → charmonia rates given in Table 14 have been
measured by DELPHI [20]. From these numbers, the to-
tal rate of charmonia production in b decays can be es-
timated assuming a production ratio of ηc : J/ψ : χc1 :
ψ′ = 0.57 : 1. : 0.27 : 0.31 [21] for the different states.
The J/ψ and χc1 production rate due to radiative char-
monia decays were estimated using BR(ψ′ → χc1γ) =
(8.7 ± 0.8)%, BR(ψ′ → J/ψX) = (54.2 ± 3.0)% and
BR(χc1 → J/ψγ) = (27.3 ± 1.6)% [15]. The total rate
Pb→charmonia X = 0.0200 ± 0.0024 ± 0.0060 was obtained.

Table 15. Contributions to charm counting in bb̄ events. The
first error is statistical, the second systematic and the third is
due to the branching ratios

Mode Pb→Xc × 102

D0 60.05 ± 1.96 ± 3.65 ± 1.44
D+ 23.01 ± 1.04 ± 1.14 ± 1.47
D+

s 16.65 ± 1.14 ± 0.84 ± 4.27
Λ+

c 8.90 ± 1.73 ± 0.77 ± 2.33
charmonia(∗2) 4.00 ± 0.48 ± 1.20

total measured 112.59 ± 3.08 ± 3.99 ± 5.42

The first error reflects the error of the measurements and
of the branching ratios, the second error corresponds to
a ±30% uncertainty assigned to the theoretical prediction
of reference [21].

The rates RbPb→D,Λc
given in Table 12 were trans-

lated into Pb→D,Λc using the mean value Rb = 0.21626 ±
0.00074 [24]. The summary of the measured contributions
to the charm counting in bb̄ events is shown in Table 15.
Since their calculation is correlated to the charm count-
ing, the charm fractions Pc→D,Λc

used were the DEL-
PHI measurements given in Table 13. The production rate
Pb→ΞcX is not measured. It was estimated as in refer-
ence [22]. CLEO [23] has measured the rates PB̄→Ξ+

c
=

0.008 ± 0.005 and PB̄→Ξ0
c

= 0.012 ± 0.009. The world
average values [15] for b hadron production in Z → bb̄
events are (39.7+1.8

−2.2)% for B0 and B+, (10.5+1.8
−1.7)% for

B0
s and (10.1+3.9

−3.1)% for b-baryons. A rate of 0.018 ± 0.010
Ξc baryons from B mesons is obtained. Using the JET-
SET simulation Pbbaryon→ΞcX = 0.22 ± 0.11 is estimated,
which adds 0.022 ± 0.013 to the total Ξc rate. Adding the
Ξc baryon contribution of 0.040 ± 0.016 to the measured
rates in Table 15, the charm quark multiplicity in b decays
is obtained:

nc = 1.166 ± 0.031(stat) ± 0.059(syst)
±0.054(BR) . (18)

10 Discussion on V
V +P

Isospin conservation suggests equal production rates of
charged (cd̄) and neutral (cū) D mesons in the fragmen-
tation of charm quarks in cc̄ events. A difference in the
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observed D0 and D+ rates could arise from the differ-
ence between the D∗0 and the D∗+ decay rates. The D∗+

can decay into D0π+, D+π0 or D+γ while, due to their
masses, the D∗0 can only decay into D0π0 or D0γ [15].
Therefore the observed rate of D∗+ → D0π+ could be re-
sponsible for the difference between the D0 and D+ pro-
duction rates. Decays of higher D mass states could affect
the ratio of D∗ production rates w.r.t. the sum of D∗ and
D production rates.

If fd(c) is defined as the probability for a charm quark
to fragment into a primary charged D or D∗ meson (as-
sumed equal to fu(c), similarly defined for the fragmenta-
tion to a neutral D or D∗ meson), then the probabilities
for a charm quark to fragment into the observed D∗+, D0

and D+ mesons are expressed as:

Pc→D∗+B∗ = Y fd(c) (19)
Pc→D0 = (1 + Y ) fd(c) (20)
Pc→D+ = (1 − Y ) fd(c) (21)

where B∗ denotes the branching ratio BR(D∗+ → D0π+).
Y is given by B∗ · V

V +P , where V
V +P is defined as the ratio

of the vector meson rate to the total vector+pseudoscalar
meson rate. As a cross-check of this formulation, using the
results from Table 9, the following ratio is obtained:

Pc→D0 − Pc→D+

2Pc→D∗+B∗
= 0.963 ± 0.051(stat) ± 0.054(syst)

±0.051(BR) , (22)

Hence in cc̄ events the result is compatible with one, sug-
gesting that the observed difference between D0 and D+

rates is due to the D∗ decay properties, while in b events
only a rough agreement is found:

Pb→D0 − Pb→D+

2Pb→D∗+B∗
= 1.171 ± 0.076(stat) ± 0.081(syst)

±0.052(BR) . (23)

This ratio could be higher than one because of differences
between the decay rates of B → D̄0+X and B → D−+X.

The Y value can be obtained for cc̄ events from a fit
to (19-21) using the results from Tables 9 and 10. With
B∗ = 0.683 ± 0.014 [15], this leads to:

V

V + P
= 0.620 ± 0.014(stat) ± 0.014(syst)

±0.025(BR) . (24)

This result is four sigma below the naive spin counting
expectation of 0.75, suggesting a significant production of
D∗ and D mesons from decays of higher D mass states.
These decays can lower the observed D∗/D production
ratio. Similar results have been found in [25,4].

11 Conclusions

The results on Rc and nc presented in this paper are based
on the DELPHI data taken from 1992 to 1995. Two Rc

measurements have been described, based on theD∗+ pro-
duction rate and on the overall charm counting. Combin-
ing these two measurements gives

Rc = 0.1665 ± 0.0051(stat) ± 0.0061(syst)
±0.0054(BR) , (25)

including a statistical correlation of 20% between the D0

and D∗+ sample. The result on Rc improves the precision
compared to previous DELPHI published results [4].

Good agreement is found with other LEP results [2,3]
and the Standard Model prediction Rc = 0.1723±0.00013.

In cc̄ events, the ratio of the vector rate to the total
vector+pseudoscalar rate was found to be 0.620 ± 0.032,
suggesting a significant contribution of D∗ and D mesons
produced from heavier D states.

The charm quark multiplicity in b decays is determined
to be:

nc = 1.166±0.031(stat)±0.059(syst)±0.054(BR) . (26)

The result on nc agrees well with a previous DELPHI
result nc = 1.147 ± 0.041 [26] using an indirect method
to extract the charmless and double charm contribution
from the b tagging probability spectrum. The results on
the individual production rates in bb̄ events agree well with
OPAL [2] and ALEPH [22]. The measurements at LEP
give consistent results with nc = 1.10 ± 0.05, reported by
CLEO [23].
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